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Hybrid Single Hung Mull Details, Various

- Single Stud-Pocket, 1 sided
- Single Stud-Pocket, 2 sided
- Double Stud-Pocket, 1 sided
- Double Stud-Pocket, 2 sided

Standard Mull @ Jambs

Horiz. Mull @ Head (w/o casing)

Mull @ Transom
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Hybrid Single Hung
Mull Details, 1–1 1/4" Structural (Repl. Only)

Section @ Head

Section @ Transom

Section @ Sill

Plan section @ mull w/o cross "T" mull

Plan section @ mull with cross "T" mull
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Hybrid Single Hung
Elevation Views, Single Windows
Shown as 36" x 60" Window
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Hybrid Single Hung
Elevation Views, Mulled Windows
Shown as 36" x 60" Window
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